Astro E2200
For over 25 years, Astro has provided a safe, robust, and proven lifting
solution for a variety of industrial and construction applications. Now the NEXT
generation Astro E2200 - the best-in-class 2,200 lb load capacity hoist with
integrated safeties - offers a perfect solution for your most challenging heavy
ELEVATOR INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE project requirements.

Service available
worldwide through
24 Spider operation
centers

ASTRO E2200

“Love how modular it is. Modular
design helps me move it across state
lines in a smaller truck – that means
I don’t need employees to perform
to DOT rules or hold a CDL when
their skill is really blade repair. Your
modular design will save a bundle.”

The Next Generation Astro 2,200 lb

Robust, Proven, Reliable - A perfect lifting solution for your heavy elevator projects
Features

Benefits

Integrated safeties

Built into the body of the hoist, ensure operator safety by eliminating risk of omission or
poor install, and reduce number of SKUs that need to be tracked in fleet

Longest duty cycle in its class

Provides operator confidence to finish the job

Load dependent traction

Offers extended wire rope life

Robust castings and wire rope path

Minimize hoist damages in case of rope jams

Modular construction

Allows flexibility for power pack replacement and enables quick service time

Ergonomic handles

Make it easy to position on the work platform

Standard visible hour meter

Conveniently located to help determine next service

24 branches in the Americas

Allows faster response time, shorter lead time and reduces cost to inventory spare
parts, lowering the total cost of ownership; Also makes project, technical and
engineering support available locally 24/7
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For elevator installation and maintenance, the Astro E2200 offers a safe,
productive, and reliable solution. With more than 30,000 traction hoists
operating today, only Spider offers a full range of hoists that are tested and
approved by Underwriters Laboratory (UL) - just what you would expect from a
trusted supplier.

ASTRO MODELS
Model

Capacity
Wire rope

Power

E1500 Canada

1500 lb

Housing for overspeed and slack rope
safety mechanisms

Auxiliary
suspension rope

Main suspension rope

NEW
E2200
2200 lb

3/8
5 x 26

3/8
5 x 26 / 6 x 19 / 4 x 26

230V/60 Hz
1Ph

230V or 400V
3P

Manual brake release
handle

On-board controls (not available
on all models)

Overspeed reset knob

E stop

Hour meter

Adjustable overload

NEED CUSTOMIZATION?
Astro E2200 allows simple modification of
controls, pendant or mechanical interface to fit
your unique elevator installation needs. Just ask
your Spider rep.

Traction sheave cover
(opens for quick
inspection)

Industry standard stirrup
configuration (can be adapted to
custom attachments)

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity: 2200 lb
Power: 230V/60Hz 3Ph or 400V/60Hz 3Ph, 30A circuit
Travel speed: Single speed, 35 ft/min
Wire rope: 3/8 in., 5x26, 15000 lb breaking strength

Available for rent or
purchase. Call
877-774-3370
today to order your
Astro E2200.

Weight: 150 lb
Dimensions: 24 in. tall x 20 in. wide x 15 in. deep
Controls: Hoist mounted controls, Optional pendant
Noise level: 80 dBA at 3 ft
Traction principle: Load dependent

Scan the code for RFQ

Safeties: Integral to hoist, Overspeed, Slack Rope,
Overload
Top limit switch: Optional
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